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Abstract

This paper describes a document retrieval system called CAIRN that uses a case-based reasoning set using a large lexicon to automatically
generate a case index to that document set. The index is used by a case-based retrieval engine to find documents. The retrieval engine is
tolerant of noisy natural language queries. CAIRN also supports failure-driven learning of important concepts during its use and thus can
significantly improve its retrieval accuracy over time. The limitations of this system are discussed.q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

The problem of obtaining timely and relevant information
from digital information sources (e.g., CDs and the Internet)
is becoming daily more acute, as there is an ever increasing
variety of sources and volume of information available. This
problem is compounded when end-users are not familiar
with search techniques. Current information retrieval (IR)
systems use keyword, free-text, context-based search,
hypertext structures and statistical IR techniques. These
techniques are either laborious for the information
publisher, since keywords and hypertext structures must
be defined before publication, computationally inefficient
(e.g., a free-text search of megabytes of text) or unsuitable
to novice users (because of a vocabulary mismatch between
how a user expresses a query and the available indexes).
This paper presents initial results from the CAIRN project,
which is investigating a case-based document indexing and
retrieval system that can be both efficient for the content
publisher and intuitive to the user.

Case-based reasoning (CBR) has recently been shown,
most notably in the US electronics industry, to be a powerful
and flexible retrieval technology [1, 2], that is being increas-
ingly used for information retrieval [3–5]. CBR is an
improvement over some retrieval methods because it
combines the friendliness of context-based searches with
flexible means of indexing the information. Using case-
based retrieval users can ask for information in their own

words. The CBR system then asks the user for more infor-
mation as required, to focus a search if too many or too few
documents are returned. This dialogue between the system
and the user is an intuitive way of retrieving information
that lets the user remain in control.

However, most current case-based retrieval systems are
manually created by a laborious process. The CAIRN
project uses anautomatedindexing process, thereby greatly
reducing the effort for the publisher. This approach is
supported by a recent report commissioned by the Depart-
ment of Education and Employment from ICL, in which
they explicitly recognize the need for AI support of the
user and the librarian [6].

2. System requirements

At the start of the CAIRN project a set of requirements
was formulated that the CAIRN tool would need to satisfy.
These were divided into two categories; requirements from
the user’s view point and requirements from the content
publisher’s view point. Those from the user’s view point
were as follows:

• The tool should run on relatively low cost hardware (i.e.,
PCs) and be network friendly.

• It should allow users to enter free-form natural language
(NL) text as a search query; e.g., a user can ask for
‘‘advice on paints and breathing’’.

• It should be tolerant of spelling mistakes and typographi-
cal errors.
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• It should be reasonably quick (i.e., a second or two for
retrieval).

• It should be able to infer that thinners and solvent may be
synonymous.

• It should be able to ask the user questions to focus the
search such as: ‘‘Are you interested in (A) solvents in
confined spaces, (B) safe application of spray paints (C)
breathing apparatus?’’.

From the publisher’s view point the requirements were:

• The tool should run on relatively low cost hardware (i.e.,
PCs) and be network friendly.

• It should generate the case-index automatically without
human intervention.

• It should be able to deal with megabytes of content.
• It should be customisable to improve retrieval accuracy.
• It should interface with existing retrieval software.
• It should have a customisable user interface.

Although there are many case-retrieval systems on the
market that satisfy many of these criteria (e.g., ReMind,
ReCall, and CBR3 [7]) generating cases by hand for all of
them is very labour intensive (just as creating keywords,
document summaries or hypertext links are). A recent
study by the applicant showed that an experienced devel-
oper can index between 20 and 40 documents per day
depending on their complexity [8]. Thus, developing an
index by hand for 10 000 documents could take 500 days.
CAIRN automates this process and can process thousands of
files per hour.

3. System architecture

The CAIRN system uses the same primary software
components as the Swiss Bank Corporation’s Know How
Project [9], namely Inference Corporation’s CBR3 Generator
andCasePoint tools. Twoprinciple componentsare described
in Fig. 1. CAIRN reads text files (ASCII text, HTML, Micro-
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Fig. 1. The CAIRN architecture.

Fig. 2. Sample abstract from health and safety data set.



soft Word files, and RTF files) and builds a case index to the
document library. In order to understand the content of a text
file CAIRN uses a lexicon containing an alphabetical list of
approximately 50 000, mainly English, words identified by
part of speech and by the word’spolysemy index.1 In addition,
content publishers can add specific technical terms, abbrevia-
tions, jargon and acronyms to the lexicon.

CAIRN parses each text file using the lexicon to decide
the subject of the file (i.e., the case index). It produces a
short textual summary of the file that is used in the first
phase of document retrieval. It also constructs a set of ques-
tions that further discriminates between files and thus

focuses the search using knowledge guided retrieval. This
is an important distinction from conventional IR systems
which expect to receive awell-formedquery. In CAIRN a
query is refined in an iterative process of questioning and re-
searching. CAIRN outputs three files:

1. An indexed Import File than can be imported into the
case-based retrieval tool.

2. A Rule File that can be used by the CBR tool to ask
questions and focus document retrieval.

3. A Maintenance File used to maintain the case index when
files in the library are added, removed or modified.

4. Indexing

One of the CAIRN project’s collaborators is Chapman &
Hall Publishers (http://www.chaphall.com/chaphall.html).
They are a major multinational publishing firm with a
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Fig. 3. An automatically generated case.

1 The polysemy index of a word is a measure of the number of meanings
the word can take. For example, the word watch is both a noun and a verb
with several different meanings. This means that watch might be ambiguous
as an indicator of document content. Conversely, the word asbestos, is a
noun with a single meaning. Documents that contain the word asbestos are
certainly in some way concerned with asbestos.



wide range of periodicals, and technical publications.
Increasingly they are using digital media to publish, includ-
ing CD-ROMS and the Internet. Their Electronic Publishing
Division provided the CAIRN project with data from a
database of European Health and Safety Legislation. This
data is currently retailed on a CD-ROM using a conven-
tional keyword retrieval system. An sample abstract (ref.
212880-1) is shown in Fig. 2.

As you can see the text is quite noisy, with a lot of
formatting tags in it. The most important fields in the sample
are the Subject, sub. and Description, ded. . These
were defined manually by Chapman & Hall and include the
following terms:Equipment, Workplaces, Operations, Fire,
Explosions, Industries, Approval, Electrical Equipment,
Explosive atmospheres, Mining Industries. These are the
keywords that a user would search on to retrieve this
piece of legislation. CAIRN automatically produced the
case shown in Fig. 3 to index this file.

The case is divided into four main areas. TheTitle and
Descriptionfields are what are matched against the user’s
NL-query. The questions are used to confirm or reject this
case (i.e., to discriminate this case from other similar cases).

The attachments will open the appropriate document (i.e.,
the file 212880-1.TXT).

One way of assessing the utility of the automatic case
index generation is to determine if CAIRN accurately iden-
tifies the same keywords as the publishers did manually.
Thus, one would expect CAIRN’s title and description to
contain the publisher’s keywords. A comparison is shown in
Table 1. Of these terms onlyworkplacesis not present. The
singular of explosions, atmospheres and industries are all
present, and since CAIRN is not adversely effected by the
differences between singular and plural terms these can be
read as the same. However, more strikingly is the fact that of
the five confirming questions that CAIRN generated, two
are aboutminesandexplosives. This confirms that CAIRN
has correctly inferred that this piece of legislation is a direc-
tive about mines and explosions. A study of 5000 cases
showed that in 95% of cases, 90% or more of the publisher
defined keywords were contained in the automatically
generated case title, description or questions. This confirms
that CAIRN is accurately indexing the text files.

5. Retrieval

Once the case-index has been generated Inference’s
CBR3 CasePoint retrieval engine is used. A user can enter
a NL-query into the description filed and CAIRN will search
the case-index for cases whose titles and descriptions are
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Table 1
Manual versus automatically generated keywords

Publisher’s keywords CAIRN’s title and
description keywords

Fig. 4. Retrieval using a simple query.
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Fig. 5. Interactive retrieval.

Fig. 6. Retrieval using a noisy query.



similar to the NL-query. Using the same text file as our
target (i.e., 212880-1.TXT concerning explosives and
mines) a user could type in the simple query ‘‘explosives’’.
This is shown in Fig. 4.

At the bottom of the CAIRN screen is a list of cases
ranked in order of similarity. In the middle are a set of
features that help discriminate between the cases. The text
we are looking for is indexed by case id. 4. If the user clicks
the mouse inMines?in the feature panel the similarity score
for case id. 4 increases from 58 to 67. This is shown in Fig.
5.

Thus, CAIRN has correctly found the target document.
Let us now try a more difficult and noisy query such as
‘‘regulations concerning electricla equipent undergound’’
(the spelling mistakes are intentional in this query). Given
this query CAIRN performs well, as is shown in Fig. 6.

CAIRN has successfully ranked case id. 4 at the top of the
similar cases despite the incorrect spelling of many terms in
the query. Finally, if CAIRN is given a precise and accurate
query such as might be provided by someone who was
familiar with the data source (e.g., ‘‘directives about elec-
trical equipment in explosive atmospheres in mines’’), it
performs very well as shown in Fig. 7.

6. Failure-driven learning

CAIRN has one other useful feature, that of failure-driven

learning. A document retrieval system will probably never
perform at 100% accuracy, thus it is useful if a retrieval
system can learn from its failures. This is a characteristic
of CBR, which is called failure-driven learning [10, 11]. If
CAIRN fails to correctly retrieve a document, the user can
resort to using another search technique (e.g., an exhaustive
word search of the document set, such as that provided by
the Windows 95e ‘‘Find’’ utility or by using other search
engines such as Verity). If a document is successfully
retrieved (i.e., one that matches the initial NL-query),
CAIRN records the concepts in the original NL-query and
adds these to the ‘‘Learned’’ field of the case index (shown
in Fig. 10). Theselearned conceptscan then be used by
CAIRN as part of the case index. Thus, over time, the
performance of the retrieval engine will improve.

Failure-driven learning was tested on a document set of
abstracts on aerodynamics. The set of 1400 abstracts was
obtained from the IDOMENEUS technology transfer server
in the Department of Computing Science at the University
of Glasgow (http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/idom/). The Cran-
field test collection, comes with standard NL-queries and
list of documents that are relevant to each query. Thus it
was possible to compare CAIRN’s performance against that
of the test set. These abstracts are of a highly technical
nature with many terms that are not in CAIRN’s lexicon.
Moreover, many of the documents are similar making it
difficult for a search engine to differentiate between them.

Consequently, at first, CAIRN’S performance was poor
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Fig. 7. Retrieval using a complex precise query.



(an average 20% accuracy rate). Over successive genera-
tions (i.e., running the queries and manually retrieving the
correct documents, if necessary so CAIRN could learn new
concepts) CAIRN’s performance improved to almost a 60%
accuracy. These results are shown in Fig. 9. The slow start to
concept learning is explainable. As CAIRN learns new
concepts, it initially does not give then much credence
until it has seen the same concept appearing several times
in the NL-query. This is a user definable threshold that was
set to 3 (i.e., don’t give a new concept much importance in
retrieval until the new concept has occurred at least thee
times in unsuccessful searches). It is also predictable that
concept learning would plateau since a limited number of
NL-queries were being used. It was perhaps disappointing
that the plateau was not higher than 60%.

Thus, it is clear that to achieve a higher success rate it
would be necessary to add many technical terms to
CAIRN’s lexicon at the outset (i.e., before the automatic
generation of the case index). Concept learning certainly
helps but for this data set it was not enough. This is the
next phase of the project. Fig. 10 shows the concepts that
CAIRN learned from the queries for the abstract shown in
Fig. 8.

7. Conclusions

Our initial evaluation of CAIRN has shown that it imme-
diately performs well on document sets such as the Health
and Safety legislation data set provided by Chapman & Hall
Publishers, despite the presence of noise in the documents.
Its tolerance of noise is not surprising, since when CAIRN
parses a document it ignores anything it does not recognise
as a word in its lexicon. More problems were met on highly
technical data sets such as the Cranfield aerodynamics data
set. Initially, CAIRN’s performance was poor. Even after
allowing significant time for failure-driven learning its
accuracy was only at best tolerable. This clearly indicates
that for highly technical documents CAIRN’s lexicon needs
to be added to, for its performance to be acceptable. Whilst
it can learn new index concepts and improve its perfor-
mance through failure-driven learning, it is doubtful if
users would continue using a search engine that performed
so poorly at first. Another significant limitation encountered
is the size of the data set that CAIRN can feasibly index.
Although we have not performed a rigorous study, our
empirical evidence would suggest that as the data set
approaches 5000 documents the time taken to index the
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Fig. 9. Graph of concept learning indicated by % accuracy.

Fig. 8. Sample abstract from the Cranfield data set.



documents becomes unacceptable. When CAIRN produces
the case to reference the document it seeks to differentiate
the new case from others in its index. Thus, as the size of the
case index increases the time taken to complete this task
would appear to increase at least geometrically. However,
despite these limitations the approach demonstrated here
does show good results with appropriate data sets and has
met all of our initial requirements except the ability to
handle many megabytes of data. We shall continue to
experiment with case-based information retrieval.
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